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Provided by Ovolo Hotels
ҏൢ֙ᄢौҥ Ovolo ༹ନ۹ඪټ
Ovolo Hotels’ vision is ‘Shiny Happy People All Around’. This vision
is manifested through a 3 tiered mission 1) making guests’ lives
effortless so that every day shines; 2) ensuring happy and productive
workplaces for employees; and 3) making meaningful contributions
to people and society, while delivering outstanding value to all
stakeholders.

ର߫פዅȂоΡ࣏ҏΙө Ovolo ༹ନ۹ޟ

Management have set and implemented the vision, mission and
values of Ovolo through fostering an open, active work environment
with a fairly flat reporting structure that allows time for frequent
brainstorming sessions and quick decision making in a startup type
atmosphere. The company takes an active role in society through
management and staff participation in monthly CSR activities.

ᆓ౩ღоࠢถ࣏ڼٺޟᙢҏȂആႆܹЅᑖྃ

Ovolo operates comprehensive employee induction programs,
including leadership direct involvement from initial interviews
through operational training. Management help each employee set
annual personal development goals alongside business objectives.
Departments are encouraged to work together. Performance
expectations are communicated on annual and weekly basis.
Ovolo maintains detailed manuals for all aspects of our operations
which cover all environmental, health and safety compliance issues.
Staff receive regular training updates to ensure they are fully aware
RI WKH ODWHVW UHTXLUHPHQWV 0DQDJHPHQW DUH LQIRUPHG E\ GXW\ RI¿FHUV
of any daily exceptions that occur to SOP, ensuring prompt follow-up.

ڼٺȂՄԪࠌڼٺϷ࣏έഋϷ : 1) मΨඪټቸཎ
ޟҡࣀުȂᡱࡊؐЈᅾٴӻߛӻ࠼ޟҡࣀ ;
2) хღԤפዅՄଽਝޟώհᕗც ; 3) ᄇ
ϴಀᇄོޥհԤཎဎޟଓᝦȄ

ޟώհᕗცȂшٗޟᄺࡦਢЅྥጂؚ๊ޟ
ΨȂхღԙষޟώհਝϚᘞඪЀȄԪѴȂϴ
ѧһዥЖܻϴઉࣀଢ଼ȂؐТΙԩᡱষώᇄϚӣ
ޟဎώ݈Ȅ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹࣏ܚԤཱིёΣޟღԙষඪټӒ
ޟӵᙛஉଋȂѓࢂࠢถϭಝȂཾѽଋጛڷሴ
Ᏺϗஉଋ้Ȅᆓ౩ღ࣏ؐ՝ღԙষۡή
এΡԑ࡙ีПөЅҬȂоमԙষԤএΡี
ޟӣਢϴѧһுཾڗޟശσઉȄᆓ౩ღ
ᄇԙষώհߒ౪ޟఖһོܻؐԑ໊࡙ۡؐڷ
ྜȄ
ӨП७ޟᕊၼၥଉѓࢂᕗ߳ȂஶЅԊӒႀ้
ጒᛟ၏ಠᓃܻϴѧࡾЕϛȄϴѧ࣏ӵᙛღ
ԙষ໌ۡஉଋȂጂ߳тঈшϷΟ၌ᕊၼޟശ
ཱིྥȄܻନ۹РலᕊၼϛȂԃԤӈդ੫ݷ

Ovolo’s strategy is nimble and adaptable. Recognizing that the
demand for short-term stays in Hong Kong far outstripped the supply,
the company transitioned the core business from serviced apartments
to hotel properties in 2011. This enabled Ovolo to take advantage of
the surge in tourist and business arrivals, and helped compensate for
softening demand for serviced apartment stays.

ีҡȂੲԙষөᆓ౩ღ༘ൢоጂۡٱӇு

Expansion strategy minimises risks through leveraging the
appreciating value of upgraded properties to support new ventures.
This enabled Ovolo to grow from one successful Hong Kong property
to seven in quick succession.

ѿൟሯؑȄ

Ovolo investigates opportunities for converting properties in a variety
of geographies into signature branded residences. Different to others,
Ovolo directs designers to develop hotels within their existing

ڗЅਢၭ໌Ȅ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹ޟᕊၼ๊ࣀԤኆܒȂᓍਡ
ၽཾܻॷ෫ีޟРઉፀࠏȂϴѧܻΠႭΙΙԑ
ཾװ१Жҥ݈Ԓ՞ԉᙽಋՍନ۹ཾоᅖٗ

רঈޟᘗ๊ႆཾސЀቋΨЅቋਿՄ໌
ີ፲ଢ଼ȄϚծхڏၥॳᓎՍശճȂһ
ԙђࠢװถᄯήॷޟ෫ཾސᘗቨՍΜȄ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹ϚᘞܻжࣨӨӴސՓڎዖΨސޟ
ཾȂณࡣӔ࣏࡚ࠢถᄯήޟ՞ԉܖନ۹Ȃഅ
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architectural structure, as in the retention of industrial style and
¿WWLQJ LQ WKH QHZ 2YROR 6RXWKVLGH 6HHLQJ HDUO\ WKDW WKH :RQJ &KXN
Hang area was regenerating from industrial to a cultural and business
GLVWULFW 2YROR EHFDPH ¿UVW WR PDUNHW ZLWK D ZDUHKRXVH FRQYHUVLRQ
hotel in Hong Kong.
Within the properties, project and financial teams ensure resources
DUH DYDLODEOH ZKLOH DOZD\V ZRUNLQJ WRZDUGV JUHDWHU HI¿FLHQFLHV 7KH
organization is sustained through intra-company networking events
and retreats that address communication skills and nurture new
business ideas across departments.

൷ Ovolo ༹ନ۹Ȃᆰࡻনҏޟώ੫Փߔٮӫཱི
Ovolo ༹ - ࠒ۬кᚠȄᠦܻԞࠉ༁Լ֬Ϗۖ
ೝᙽี࣏ΙএМϽڷ୦ཾӴୢȂOvolo ༹
ନ۹ԙ࣏ॷ෫ѿൟॶএоώ࡚ԙޟନ۹Ȅ
ӵᆓ౩ಀӻཾސϞϛҬЅღጂ߳ၥྛ
шٗȂӣਢ߳ᜌଽਝޟၼհȂѪѴȂԪᐠᄺആ
ႆϴѧϱഋޟᆩᖒፗࣀଢ଼ՄඪЀഋߞϞޟ
ྜЅ᠍ߔӻཱིޟငᕊཎَȄ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹ցҢᄇ౪ϬਡࡊޟᇯޣȂमΨ

Ovolo uses its understanding of today’s traveller to eliminate common
barriers and points of annoyance in hotels for its customers. The
headache of high incidental charges is removed by an all-inclusive
service package that includes Daily Breakfast, Wi-Fi, all-day drinks
and snacks, minibar and more for free. Travel planning is made
KDVVOHIUHH WKDQNV WR ÀH[LEOH WLPLQJ FKHFNLQ DQG FKHFNRXW UXOHV DQG
readily available free self-laundry, allowing light packing. There are
no access restrictions, with 24/7 executive lounge and gym available
to all. Even guest e-devices are thought of with intuitive room
designs that keep multiple sockets and adapters within reach for easy
charging. It all adds up for a uniquely effortless hotel experience that
is supported by highly personalized guest service.
This offering is continually updating based on customer research.
Seeing the increased importance of guest Wi-Fi, Ovolo this year
updated its speeds and also became the first hotel group in Hong
Kong to provide city-wide access to Wi-Fi hotspots.
Guest satisfaction is closely monitored using both in-house survey
and 3rd party software collecting all online customer views. All
data is collected and analyzed monthly. Within property, in-house
Ovolo Ambassador and Management teams develop close customer
relationships, respond to all guest concerns within 24 hours and even
allow direct contact to our COO for any feedback.

ࡊᄇ༈ಛନ۹ޟኌྮڷȄڏϛശхਡ
ࡊᐊޟѓࢂσσωωޟᚕາȂՄ Ovolo ༹ନ
۹ࠌඪټΙࡡջາޟ੫Փ݈ȂѓࢂԞᓡȂቶᓜ
ΰᆩȂӻωॵЅࠢȂܘϱ೩ନ้֑ȄѪ
ѴȂኆܒΣ՞ЅଝܘਢȂջາՌօࢿȂኆܒ
ޟюΣਢȂ24 ωਢܹ ޟLounge Ѕ٘ܘȂ
ΙࡡջາඪټΣ՞ࡊޟȄଶԪϞѴȂܚԤࡊ
ܘһ೩ԤӻᆍଽऋޟႫυࠢЅኵএඨ৴ᙽڷ
ᏢȂඪټП߯פ௦ޟшႫ݈ޟȄоΰټܚ
ᔖޟ੫Փջາ݈າ࣏ࡊΡඪټቸཎฒޟନ۹ᡝ
ᡛȂᕊഅଽ࡙এΡϽޟਡၽငᐣȄ
ܚԤ݈அܻѿൟ፡ࢥپϸӫࡊܚሯȂһོۡ
ਢޟϚᘞཱིȄᓍࡊᄇ Wifi ΰᆩࡨޟϸሯ
ؑȂOvolo ༹ܻҏԑڏװΰᆩഀ࡙ЀȂԙ
࣏ॷ෫ॶନ۹ඪټӒ࠲ :L¿ ዥᘈȄ
ҏϴѧоϱഋ୰ڢЅѴޟپӇپԝࡊᄇ
ԩନ۹՞ஜޟຟቋٮ໔࡙тঈޟᅖཎ࡙ȄܚԤၥ
ਟЅኵᐃࠌؐТҥடΡԝЅϷݙȄ࿋ޟନ۹
င౩ࠉڷѮӣོٱᇄࡊΡ࡚ҳᆧޟᜰ߽ȂܚԤ
ᄇࡊΡޟӱᔖܻΠ̈Ѳωਢϱ๎᙭ȄࡊΡࣥՍ

Ovolo survey every guest upon checkout and respond personally
to all feedback. This feedback is compiled weekly for review in
operations meetings. Interaction with guests is further maintained
by growing social media followers and readers of the OMG
e-newsletter. Particular attention is paid to comments regarding the
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ӵؐΙ՝ࡊΡଝܘਢ , רঈོีଚ୰ڢт
ঈ , ԝڥິཎَȄԝޟຟᇭܻϱഋ໊ོΰ
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unique amenities of each hotel, so that Ovolo may optimise their
attractiveness and distinctiveness of each facility.
By analyzing changes in traveler behavior Ovolo innovate and reach
more market segments. Ovolo measured the purchase journey on their
RI¿FLDO ZHEVLWH DQG PDGH DGMXVWPHQWV WR PLQLPL]H GURSRXW UDWHV DQG
maximize bookings. As a result ovolohotels.com now receive 30%
more direct bookings from mobile devices.

ଆ፣ , ՄרঈϚٗޟӴПȄଶΟࠉጣԙষ
ᇄࡊΡޟΙ٘ϣଢ଼Ѵ , רঈᆩΰޥҺ൬ᡝޟଡ
ᓍޱһംᅚቨё , ՄࠢถؐТีշޟႫυଉ
OMG һϴѧᇄࡊޟ१ौྜෲၾϞΙȄڏ
ϛӨନ۹ϱശڎଟϞೃႆܻҥѴၼΣޟӪ
ถ៖౩ࠢ , хନ۹ޟৈЅ೩ࢊ֜ڎЕΨȄ
ҏϴѧϚᘞᜰݧၽࡊᄇਡၽޟሯौ , ӰԪᔓօࠢถ

Each property is assessed each month against its budget, revenue
and Trip Advisor ranking targets. Third party software is further
used to collect customer ratings across many platforms to benchmark
performance against competitors. Each staff person is responsible
for a portion of these targets, tailored to each’s specific role and
responsibility. Ovolo’s targets for occupancy rates are consistent
with market averages in Hong Kong, but we aspire to higher overall
customer satisfaction ratings than our peers. Four of our hotels are
ranked in the Top 40 of the 700+ pool of Trip Advisor-rated Hong
Kong properties and our three Australia hotels rank 6, 21 & 27
respectively.
Unlike traditional hotel chains who are pure operators, as ownersoperators Ovolo have the freedom to sell an experience, rather than
just a room. Building on this concept the company recruit staff from
outside the hotel industry, who bring with them a unique perspective
and fresh ideas. In a crowded market, thinking outside the box is
essential to allow to standing out.

ញσኄޟѿൟȄרঈΙޢϸཎ Ovolo
༹ନ۹ۢޟПᆩમ , ᅾ໔ճڏଝॏЅቨσ
ܘႱॏޟኵҬȄଶසЙᐠලЅ , Ovolohotels.
com ౪ϐቨёԻϷϞέ̈ޢޟႱॏȄ
ؐନ۹ӰᔖؐТޟࢇႱᆗ, ԝΣЅ
TripAdvisor ௶ޟӪپຟեߒ౪ȄՄѴޟپӇ
ࠌҢܻڏтᆩΰҁѮ , ԝࡊИޟຟቋЅᅿᄆᝯ
ޟޱތଢ଼өЅߒ౪ȄOvolo ༹ନ۹ޟΣ՞ᇄ
ѿൟΰޟନ۹ࣺष , ծרঈоࡊޟᅖཎ࡙࣏
ଽޟҬȄӵ TripAdvisor ຟቋޟΜԻӻନ۹
ϛ , רঈޟѲܚନ۹Ιޢ՝ܻॷ෫ନ۹௶Ӫޟ
ᓞѲ̈Ӫϱ , ՄѪѴέܚᐬࢸନ۹ࠌ௶Ӫܻ
ϲȃΠ̈ΙЅΠ̈ΜȄ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹ᇄڏтσᚇନ۹Ϛӣרޟ
ঈϚѫ༉༉୵юܘȂՄΙԩ՞ஜᡝᡛȄپՌ

HR recruit and mould productive team members through a measured
training program. Staff are rewarded through recognition programs,
including education allowance, annual awards and performance
awards. Ovolo further encourage enrolment in programs offered by
POLYU School of Hotel & Tourism Management and support staff
attending conferences and seminars to develop a greater understanding
the hospitality industry.

жࣨӨӴЅϚӣώհधශޟღԙষх Ovolo ༹
ନ۹ޟ੫Փёᘀ݂Ȃһ࣏ନ۹ᕊഅюΙএᐿ
੫ཱིڷᘀޟώհڷΣ՞ᕗცȄ
ΡΨၥྛഋആႆஉଋॎგܣپဒЅஉଋষώȂώ
հΰೝᇯџޟষώџᕕϴѧีܹޟዩ፬ߜȂڏт
ღԙষᓺඏѓࢂ໌ওၥօȂԑ࡙ዩЅيԁ

Ovolo prioritise internal promotions and nurture career development,
including transferring staff between departments to develop multiple
skills and experience. Recruitment is handled by a complete HR team,
performance is monitored weekly, and appraised yearly to fall within
FRPSDQ\ JXLGHOLQHV 7KLV LV UHÀHFWHG WKURXJK SRVLWLYH JXHVW IHHGEDFN
and continued ability to promote from within.

ߒ౪ዩȂϴѧჂᓾষώᇄҥॷ෫౩ώσᏰନ
۹Ѕਡၽᆓ౩ऋᖞᒲོޟដЅंଆོȂхσড়ё
ᄇନ۹ཾޟᇯᜋȄ
ҏϴѧඪټϱഋਣЀЅᙛཾஉଋีޟᐠོȂѓ
ࢂϱഋ፡ᙛȂՄଋጛღԙষϚӣޟЅಣ
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Overall, staff are empowered to take responsibility and ownership.
We stand behind every action, we don’t make empty promises.
Transparency is paramount and innovation is the key to Ovolo’s
success.
This commitment to maximizing productivity has been extended to
our internal operations. Ovolo have pioneered a hotel management
V\VWHP E\ FRPSOHWHO\ UHFRQ¿JXULQJ LW WR VWUHDPOLQH SURFHVVHV JLYLQJ
all departments’ immediate access to the information required to
make strategic decisions swiftly for each property. As a result sales
and operations team save substantial time on admin, and direct focus
to guests and clients.
Staff furthermore stay in and test every room to experience what
guests do. This innovation was key in Ovolo’s decision to become an
all-inclusive hotel brand, breaking away from tradition by providing
complimentary breakfast, wifi, laundry, minibar, and networking
opportunities through happy hour drinks.
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ᑖӻޟώհငᡛȄଶԪϞѴȂΡΨၥྛഋ॒
౩РலܣޟဒۣٱȂؐԑһོۡ໌ᑖਝຟ
եȄ
ᖂࢂپᇳȂؐ՝ღԙষԤϚӣޟӈЅர
՝ȂՄଽആ݂࡙Ѕᙴ൲ޟഺཎΨࠌளሴϴѧٖө
ԙђϞၯȄ
Ovolo ༹ନ۹һഺΟΙএཱིޟନ۹ᆓ౩ف
ಛȂღԙষሯၐ՞ҏϴѧޟନ۹Ȃࡊُޟ
఼࡙ཿΟ၌тঈޟሯौȄх Ovolo ༹ନ۹տᐙ
Ιਿޟ࿋ณЍϚΟࠢถᡝຮޟ੫տջາ݈Ȃѓ
ࢂԞᓡȃwifiȃՌօࢿЅଜձନ֑Ȃؐఏϲਢ
ՍΤਢ᠍ޟዅਢӎඪټջາωॵЅࠢȂ࣏ਡ
ࡊඪټΙএ๖ᜋཱི݉ЄޟᐠོȄ

